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How To >



Hello World! A ‘Hello World’ and the Atmel ATmega324p in OS X with CrossPack I am a stickler about using your preferred operating system to do the things you want. In my case this is OS X. Many times, you can find tutorials for just Windows &/or Linux, so here is one for OS X to program your ATmega324p[1]. I am using the AVR Dragon[2] programmer, which you can pick up at Atmel for around $49. I also prefer vim and the command line over IDEs – particularly for smaller projects – so this tutorial is not for those of you wanting to use AVR Studio in OSX. Not yet anyway… Enjoy! What you will need: AVR Dragon Programmer An Atmega324p Microcontroller Medium or small breadboard Wire (red, black and 2 other colors) Red LED 150 ohm resister 6 pin ribbon cable USB Cable (male A to male B) OS X 10.5.x or higher



Step 1 – Wire up your Board, Chip, and Programmer
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Figure 1: Wiring the Atmega324p and the AVR Dragon's ISP connection to blink an LED. Here, the AVR Dragon is powering the Atmega324p.



This wiring allows you to power the board and chip using the AVR Dragon so you wont have to fuss with external power. But you can if you prefer. Note the top of the chip indicated by the small semi circle on one end. This allows you to know where to start counting the pins. You will be using pins 6-11 and 30-31 on the Atmega chip. Use red wire for VCC and black for GND. You can alternate the other colors for the rest of the connections. You must wire up all the ground and VCC pins as shown in the image. If you are mostly unfamiliar with the bits and pieces you need or just want to brush up on your electronics basics I recommend reading the Mims[3] “Getting Started With Electronics.”[4] The 1970’s version, it’s a classic!



Step 2 – Get CrossPack, the OS X Variant of WinAVR
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Get the application CrossPack at the following URL. It is similar to the WinAVR you may be familiar with if you have installed and used AVR Studio in Windows. http://www.obdev.at/products/crosspack/download.html Just install this as you would any other Mac application by clicking on the latest version and then double clicking the .dmg file once downloaded. The manual pages will be put into your Applications folder and labeled “CrossPack-AVR-Manual.html.” Crosspack contains the gcc compiler, avrdude, gdb, and other tools you need to compile run and download your programs to the Atmel chips (and others!).



Step 3 – Set Up the Files For Your First project You can follow along with the CrossPack tutorial[5] or continue reading here. My tutorial is based on the CrossPack manual pages but tailored for the ATmega324p. Open your terminal. (See Applications->Utilities->Terminal) Create your AVR Demo project directories then switch to that directory with the following commands: ykk$ ykk$ ykk$ ykk$ ykk$ ykk$



cd ~/Documents mkdir AVR cd AVR avr-project Demo cd Demo ls



You should now see the following: Demo.xcodeproj firmware CrossPack has neatly created a template for you which includes a Demo XCode extension and a directory (firmware) that contains a main.c and a Makefile template. We will edit these to suit the needs of the microcontroller in a moment.
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Change into the firmware directory: ykk$ cd firmware ykk$ ls You should see: Makefile main.c



Step 4 – Editing the Makefile Editing the Makefile looks messy but it is quite simple. There are only 4 things you need to change to get going: the DEVICE, CLOCK, PROGRAMMER, and FUSES[6]. (These values are different depending on the microcontroller!) From the firmware directory enter the following to open the Makefile: ykk$ vi Makefile In vi[7], you use use the key ‘i’ (for insert mode) to change text and the key ESC to get out of “insert mode” and your arrow keys will work fine for now to move around. Experienced vi users – do your thing. Change the following lines to read: (Hit the ‘i’ key and use the arrow keys to navigate.)



DEVICE = atmega324p CLOCK = 1000000 PROGRAMMER = -c dragon_isp FUSES = -U hfuse:w:0x99:m -U lfuse:w:0x62:m -U efuse:w:0xff:m (Hit the ESC key then the sequence :wg to save and exit the Makefile.)



Step 5 – Editing the main.c file Open the main.c file just like the Makefile and make it look like this:
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Figure 2: A simple C code sample to blink and LED using the Atmega324p.



Now, provided you have not made any typing mistakes, you can compile your code and then we will download it to the ATmega324p.



Step 6 – Compiling your code First, let’s chose the compiler, GCC 3 makes me happy so we’ll go with that: ykk$ avr-gcc-select 3 You should see: Current default compiler: gcc 3 Now, make sure you are in the firmware directory then type: ykk$ make You should see: avr-gcc -Wall -Os -DF_CPU=1000000 -mmcu=atmega324p -c main.c -o main.o avr-gcc -Wall -Os -DF_CPU=1000000 -mmcu=atmega324p -o main.elf main.o rm -f main.hex avr-objcopy -j .text -j .data -O ihex main.elf main.hex
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Then enter: ykk$ ls You should see: Makefile



main.c



main.elf



main.hex



main.o



Alternately, if you chose to change the Makefile or the main.c file first type make clean then make to rebuild those files with your changes. Step 7 – Download your code to the Atmega324p Double-check all of your wiring before plugging your USB cable to the AVR Dragon. Incorrect wiring can be disastrous in some cases. Plug the USB from your computer to the AVR Dragon. You will see one of the LEDs turn red. Return to the terminal and enter the following:



ykk$ avrdude -c dragon_isp –B 4 -p m324p -P usb –U flash:w:main.hex:i



By using this command you are telling avrdude[8] you are using the AVR Dragon in ISP mode, with a bit clock period of four (~256kHz)[9], the “part” Atmega324p, your USB host on your mac to talk to it, and flashing in “write mode” the main.hex file in Intel format.



You should see:
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Figure 3: Proper set up and command execution for flashing the Atmega324p will look like this.



Step 8 – Recognizing Common Error Messages



If you are getting the following error, you probably do not have the board powered correctly. Start with checking your power connections.



Figure 4: Improperly powered response. In this case I did not have power from the Dragon connected to my breadboard's power line.



If you get the following response, double-check your –B (bit clock) option value. Did you set it to 4? Did you accidentally use a lower case ‘b’? Note: Baud Rate (-b) and Bit Clock (-B) are not the same option and was a common mistake in the online tutorials I found:
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Figure 5: Response seen from improper bit clock period. In this case the -B option was not used. You will get the same response if you use the default value of 1. The Bit Clock option slows down the ISP speed.



You will get the following error if you do not have your USB cable attached:



Figure 6: Response from avrdude when you try to flash firmware without your USB cable attached.



_________________________________________________________________________________________ [1] Atmel Atmega324p datasheet can be found at: http://atmel.com/dyn/resources/prod_documents /8272S.pdf [2] AVR Dragon can be found for purchase at: http://store.atmel.com/PartDetail.aspx?q=p:10500053 [3] His honorable authorness Forest Mims. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Forrest_Mims [4] http://www.mediafire.com/?yyiztytm0z2 [5]CrossPack Getting Started Tutorial can be found in your files by entering the following into your browser:[9] file:///usr/local/CrossPack-AVR/manual/gettingstarted.html [6] For more information on the calculation of fuses see: http://www.ladyada.net/learn/avr/fuses.html [7] Vi Tutorial: http://www.unix-manuals.com/tutorials/vi/vi-in-10-1.html [8] avrdude manual can be found at: www.nongnu.org/avrdude/user-manual/avrdude_4.html [9] -B (bit clock) option: a period of 8.0-4.0 is up to approx. 1.875kHz, 4.0 – 2.0 is up to approx.
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375kHz, and 2.0 to 1.0 is up to approx. 750kHz. You want this number to represent the closest to ¼ of your chips clock speed. In the case of the Atmega 324p running at 1MHz this option’s value should be somewhere around 4 from what I have found. There is little real data on this option beyond vague general descriptions but this made the most sense and this is NOT the same as the baud rate –b option
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Most units start with homework for a week or two, then a project is assigned which is due in 3 ... course they will have the tools to do so on their own. ... My goal is to raise ... the class website and your student can show you how to set that up.
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